For beginning and ending an ACFC or AR-ACFC, please advise your team to use the appropriate treatment as listed below:

At lower elevations:

- If the existing ACFC you are tying into is in poor condition or non-existent, the new ACFC should overlay and extend 6” along the top of existing pavement surface. Include a detail in your plans similar to the “ACFC Overlay Detail” example attached. If the new ACFC is thicker than ½”, include a 500:1 vertical taper to ½” prior to ending.
- If the existing ACFC you are tying into is in good condition, the new top of ACFC should match the top of existing pavement. Include a detail in your plans similar to the “ACFC Flush Detail” example attached.

At higher elevations where snowplows are used:

- Regardless of adjacent pavement condition, the new top of ACFC should match the top of existing pavement. Include a detail in your plans similar to the “ACFC Flush Detail” example attached.
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